Pip circuit failure

Now that you've verified the basics, in this test you're gonna' verify that the ignition control
module ICM is activating the ignition coil. You can also use a 12 Volt automotive test light for
this test. Use an appropriate tool to pierce the wire and attach the LED test tool to this tool. Be
careful and use all necessary precautions. By the way, in case you want to see a more specific
Ford ignition coil test, I've written one for troubleshootmyvehicle. Connect the black wire of the
LED to the number 5 circuit of the ignition control module connector. Have an assistant crank
the engine. The LED test tool or test light should blink on and off as the engine is being
cranked. Did this occur? This means that the ignition control module is triggering the ignition
coil and therefore the ignition control module is good. To be a bit more specific: This test result
lets you know that the ignition control module is working and doing its job. The ignition control
module ICM can been eliminated as the cause of the no start condition. Now since the ICM is
activating the ignition coil and the ignition coil is NOT sparking, then by a process of
elimination, we can assume that the ignition coil is faulty and is the source of the no start
condition. Replace the ignition coil. Re-check all of your connections and retry the test again.
So far, you've verified several important things: 1. The ignition module is getting both power
and Ground. The ignition module is NOT activating the ignition coil not creating a switching
signal The PIP signal is just Ford's name for the crankshaft position sensor signal. Now, in case
you're wondering, the PIP sensor is located inside the distributor. If the ignition module does
not receive the PIP signal because the PIP sensor is bad , then it won't activate the ignition coil.
But, if the ignition module is getting the PIP signal and it does not create the switching signal
for the ignition coil, then the ignition module is bad. Do not use a test light for this test! With a
suitable tool and with the key in the Off position, pierce the number 1 circuit wire of the ignition
control module connector. Have an assistant crank the engine while you observe the LED. The
LED should start to blink on and off as the engine is cranked. Is the LED blinking on and off as
the engine is cranked? The ignition control module ICM is bad defective. Replace the ignition
control module. Here's why: As you're already aware, the ignition control module needs: 1.
Power in the form of 12 Volts. It needs a good path to Ground. It needs the PIP signal to start
creating the switching signal the ignition coil needs to start sparking. So, up until this point in
your troubleshooting tests you have verified that the module does have power, that it does have
ground and that it's not creating a switching signal for the ignition coil. So, if the ignition
module is getting power, Ground and the PIP signal as evidenced by the blinking LED , then it
has to create a switching signal. If it doesn't, it's fried. If you have no pulses, recheck all
connections. Try again. If you still have no pulses. As mentioned earlier, the Profile Ignition
Pickup PIP sensor is just a crankshaft position sensor located inside the distributor. This is the
sensor that tells the ignition control module ICM when to start activating the ignition coil to start
sparking away. So, if this PIP module is missing as indicated by the LED not blinking on and off
, the ignition control module will not function. Ford Ignition System Circuit Diagram 4. All
Tutorials: 4. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. If this
info really saved the day, buy me a beer! Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Ford Vehicle:. Mercury
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don't know. Hate Spam. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH I got a Mustang GT 5. Once the car warms
up it runs ok. When I snap the throttle it does not seem crisp and smooth. The service engine
light is on and I got a code 14, pip sensor. Does anyone know how to diagnose a bad pip
sensor? What tests can be done to determine the pip sensor is bad? It is located inside the
distributor. If you got a code 14, the computer already diagnosed a bad or failing pip sensor. It
is easier and a lot safer to replace the whole distributor than to just replace the pip sensor. I ran
the car again and it was hard to start but once it warmed up it ran great and the check engine
light did not come on?? Is this an intermittent problem with the pip? Is this a common thing
with the pip sensor? I checked the grounds and they are good. Another thing when the car runs
and I turn on the AC, the engine slowly runs rough and sounds like it will die, and I turn off the
AC it runs normal. Any ideas? There is. The computer has already done that for you, though,
with the code You can clear the code. If the sensor is bad, the code will return. Also, you can
check the PIP signal. You will need an oscilloscope to monitor the output of the PIP to check for
clean waveform, correct pulse width, and proper frequency. You cannot test the PIP with a
multimeter. You can also wait for the sensor to completely fail. I borrowed an old Snap On
Vantage scope and I hooked it up to the pip wire on the module and here are some pics of the
waveforms. From looking at the wave forms, I think these are bad waveforms from the pip
sensor? Yes, it looks like a failing sensor. The wave should be a lot cleaner than that. That is a
reasonable thought as the TFIs are notorious for causing issues. I have a ford ranger with a 2.
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By posting the year, make, model and engine near the beginning of your help request, followed
by the symptoms no start, high idle, misfire etc. Along with any prevalent Diagnostic Trouble
Codes, aka DTCs, other forum members will be able to help you get to a solution more quickly
and easily! Start Prev 1 Next End. I am working on my Mazda B with the Ford 4. I have been
intermittently experiencing a check engine light with OBD1 continuous code 14 - Profile Ignition
Pickup PIP circuit failure along with hesitation, lack of power especially under load , erratic idle
and poor fuel economy. The research that I have done on this code points to the Ignition
Control Module or Crankshaft Position sensor as probable causes, but I would like to verify
which one is failing. I found some information that said the Crankshaft Position Sensor
generates AC voltage that should fluctuate between 0. I tested my sensor and it seems to stay at
0. To properly test the Ignition Control Module I am assuming that I would need to be testing the
module as the problem is occurring, which may prove to be difficult as it seems to be very
intermittent. Does anyone have any advice regarding this code that might point me in the right
direction? Thank you in advance for your help. Does anyone know for sure if the camshaft
synchronizer can cause a PIP circuit failure if it is faulty? I have heard some belt chirping type
noise on first startup that doesn't appear to be coming from the serpentine belt. I have read that
a failing cam synchronizer can make this same noise. Not Allowed: to create new topic. Not
Allowed: to reply. Not Allowed: to edit your message. Powered by Kunena Forum. You are now
being logged in using your Facebook credentials. User Name Remember Me? Last edited by
subford; at PM. Sponsored Links. Ahhh, feels like home now. Sub's put up a diagram. And a
nifty diagram it is. Nice work. But why 9V? Is that what the source voltage normally is to the PIP
in the vehicle? Not challenging, just asking. And now, for your viewing pleasure, a diagram
showing a rig for TFI testing. This definitely belongs in a tech article. I tried to edit the diagram
above but lost it so I had to repost it here. Hmm, open collector output, and I don't think the PIP
module has changed since relocating the TFI from the dizzy to the fender, but I could be wrong,
so maybe the Ford experts present can chime in. Being 12V, the PIP signal will be fairly
resistant to noise, but I do recall some shielding on the 3 conductors running from the dizzy to
the TFI on my ' Should be open circuit if the sensor is truly Open Collector. Any idea what value
that resistor should be? A frequency of 53 Hz would be perfect to simulate RPM idle speed on
the 8 cylinder. Gotta be a good square wave, tho, which actually gives two sparks per pulse one
going up, one coming down. Worst case, high impedance output to send the pulse over to the
TFI. It needs to be at least 10X the input impedance of the TFI. The only purpose of that resistor
is to limite the current through the transistor used for the output. Now, if it just had clips on it to
connect to the battery Test everything in place with no invasive work. Problem would be testing
one with a dizzy mounted TFI. If you build it, they will come. This has good potential, Bill. Or a
tool to find out if the TFI is having thermal breakdown syndrome? I like it, a lot. Originally
Posted by subford. Ok, good info there. Tighter tolerance resistors tend to be more subject to
drift caused by heating. Let's face it, it gets HOT under the hood. Likewise for the Again, throw
in the calibration of the meter. It could be off a few millivolts, and still be plenty accurate enough
for automotive work. Typicially in automotive work, we're not worried about anything much less
than. Common practice with power supply outputs, plus, if you get stray spark inside the dizzy
hitting the PIP, that's some enormous voltage going back into the TFI. This would probably be a
bad thing. Again, common practice for better voltage regulation, but rather than a diode, it may
just actually use a simple resistor network to limit current to the PIP power in case the PIP
sensor fails shorted. That would prevent damage to the TFI electronics from overcurrent, but
not from overvoltage. The open collector voltage will be slightly lower than the Vsupply, but not
much since it uses Vsupply across the resistor to produce the pulse. That output would also be
dependent on the biasing of the base on the transistor, which again will be dependent on the
tolerances of other electronics inside the PIP. Open collector logic requires thinking backward,
but tends to be more robust and reliable than open emitter. The 1. About 1. So, after all the
electronics analyzing, what ever one uses to drive a TFI needs at least 1 mA capacity and have a
nice square wave with a relatively short duty cycle. That's another thing that's going to matter,
but maybe not as much as I think. Most any off the shelf oscillator from Radio Shack can handle
what is needed. It's just a matter of choosing one with a low enough frequency band, or doing
some frequency dividing. With your testing, I can now theorize that the sooper dooper "double

spark" ignition systems don't do anything more than a standard Ford TFI, unless those systems
change the vane to a slotted vane, or unless they're doubling the pulse from the PIP somehow.
Possible, but I'd have to see the output with a scope to believe it. When it turns back off, again,
bang we got spark, so two spark pulses leading edge and trailing edge for each vane passing
the PIP. It may be the second pulse actually happens before the arc from the first extinguishes,
in which case, it looks more like an extended spark. Next time you're playing at your
workbench, turn the dizzy VERY slowly, and see if the spark tester doesn't fire twice, once as
the vane passes in front of the PIP, and again as it clears the PIP. If you watch the voltage at the
primary 12V side of the coil with a scope, you'll see it actually 'rings', and can be a very
considerable voltage spike. This is where LRC tuning comes in, to amplify a stepped pulse with
resonance. I verified this with my senior design project in when I built a digital tachometer for
my VW. I'd done all the testing and design using a sweet function generator, that was very
gentle on the input stages. So, back to the drawing board to build an input stage that was a bit
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ore robust. Now, for even better bench testing, wouldn't it be really neat to be able to circulate
hot water through a heat-sink to raise it to normal engine compartment temperatures, to see if
the TFI breaking down when it's hot? Bob Ayers. Last edited by Bob Ayers; at AM. F Cobra. All
times are GMT The time now is PM. How to test a PIP Sensor. User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. The PIP Sensor just has an off and on output but to
test it you have to put voltage on the PIP at the plug through a voltage-dropping resistor. I
hooked it up like the diagram below and turned the distributor slowly by hand. The meter went
to full voltage and dropped back to zero as I turned the distributor. This would work to test the
PIP Sensor if you had no spark. But if it quit while the engine is warm then you could put a hair
dryer on the PIP and crank the engine to test it. Find all posts by subford. Find all posts by Bob
Ayers. Find all posts by F Cobra. Posting Rules.

